We give a combinatorial proof of the result of Kahn, Kalai, and Linial [17], which states that every balanced boolean function on the n-dimensional boolean cube has a variable with influence of at least Ω log n n . The methods of the proof are then used to recover additional isoperimetric results for the cube, with improved constants.
Introduction
This paper deals with isoperimetric problems on graphs. Given a graph G = (V, E), the vertex boundary of a subset S ⊆ V contains the vertices of S which have neigbours outside S. The edge boundary of S is the set of edges crossing from S to its complement. The question about the smallest possible boundary a set of given cardinality can have is an important combinatorial question with obvious connections to the classical isoperimetry. Good estimates of the minimal boundary size are also very useful in applications. We briefly mention two. Lower bounds on the vertex boundary show how fast a neighbourhood of a set has to grow when the allowed distance from the set increases, and this leads to concentration of measure results for Lipschitz functions on the graph [21] . Lower bounds on the edge boundary suggest that a simple random walk on the graph does not remain in any subset for too long, and this leads to upper bounds on its mixing time [14] .
Early isoperimetric results on graphs include isoperimetric theorems for the boolean cube {0, 1} n . This is a graph with 2 n vertices indexed by boolean strings of length n. Two vertices are connected by an edge if they differ only in one coordinate. The metric defined by this graph is called the Hamming distance. Two vertices x and y are at distance d if they differ in d coordinates. A Hamming ball is a ball in this metric. A subcube is a subset of the vertices obtained by fixing the value in some of the coordinates. The number of fixed coordinates is called the co-dimension of the subcube. It turns out [12] , [11, 13] that the vertex boundary of a Hamming ball is smallest among all sets of equal size, and the same is true for the edge boundary of a subcube. (It is also possible to interpolate these results for all the intermediate subset sizes.) While many other exact vertex and edge isoperimetric results are known (see [2] for a survey), in most cases exact results seem to be hard to obtain. In many of these cases they could be replaced by sufficiently strong approximate isoperimetric results [15, 22, 28] .
In this paper we focus on edge-isoperimetric questions in the boolean cube. A major result in this area was obtained by Kahn, Kalai, and Linial [17] who showed that any balanced boolean function has a variable with large influence. We proceed to describe this result, starting with some background.
For a subset A ⊆ {0, 1} n and an index 1 ≤ i ≤ n let I i (A) be the fraction of edges in direction i between A and its complement A c . This means that 2 n−1 · I i (A) counts the edges with one vertex in A and another in A c , the vertices disagreeing in i th coordinate.
is the total (normalized) cardinality of the edge boundary of A.
The familiar edge-isoperimetric inequality in the cube states that for any subset A ⊆ {0, 1} n we have 1
This is tight if A is a subcube of (arbitrary) co-dimension 0 ≤ t ≤ n.
Let f be the characteristic function of A, with expectation µ = E x∈{0,1} n f (x) = |A| 2 n . Then the edge-isoperimetric inequality asserts that
We interchange freely between a set and its characteristic function. Whenever this does not cause confusion we do not mention either, and simply write I i .
The inequality (1) has several easy proofs [11, 13] . The one most relevant to this discussion is by induction on dimension. To illustrate its outlay and its simplicity, here it is (a sketch): the base n = 1 is easy. Assume the inequality holds for dimension n − 1 and consider the case of dimension n. Write A = A 0 ∪ A 1 , where A i contains all the elements of A with i in the n th coordinate. Think of the A i as subsets of the (n − 1)-dimensional cube, and observe that I n (A) ≥ 1/2 n−1 · |A 0 | − |A 1 | . Taking a i = |A i |, and slightly simplifying, it remains to check that for any nonnegative a 0 , a 1 we have a 0 log
, which is not hard to verify, using, e.g., concavity of the entropy function
Things become more complicated when we ask for more detailed information. Interpreting the set A as the set of positive outcomes of a game with n players, the number I i (A) acquires a game-theoretic interpretation as the influence of i th player on the outcome of the game, namely the probability that the outcome of the game remains uncertain if the decisions of other players are chosen at random. Motivated by questions from computational game theory Ben-Or and Linial [3] conjectured that for any balanced game (namely |A| = 2 n−1 ) there is a player with influence of at least Ω log n n . This conjecture was proved by Kahn, Kalai, and Linial in [17] . Theorem 1.1: Let f : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} be a boolean function with expectation Ef = µ. Then
In particular, there is i with I i ≥ Ω µ(1−µ) log n n .
[17] is one of the first papers to use Fourier analysis on Z n 2 in a combinatorial setting. Rather surprisingly, a crucial tool in the proof is an inequality [1, 5, 10] which is easiest to describe in Fourier-analytic terms. Let {w S } be the Walsh-Fourier basis of the vector space of real-valued functions on the cube. For a function f : {0, 1} n → R, f = S∈{0,1} nf (S)w s , and a nonnegative real , let T (f ) = S∈{0,1} n |S|f (S)w s . Then
Following its application in [17] , this inequality, known (for historical reasons) as the BonamiBeckner inequality, became a very important tool in combinatorics and theory of computer science. Still it is very different from the familiar combinatorial tools, and its appearance in the proof is somewhat mysterious. Thus it seemed of interest to look for a combinatorial proof of Theorem 1.1, possibly along the lines of the forementioned proof of (1). Let us mention two papers dealing with this problem along very different routes. The first of these papers [9] gives a combinatorial (entropic) proof of the Bonami-Beckner inequality for = √ 3/3. This special case is already strong enough to be instrumental in the proof of Theorem 1.1. The second paper [27] presents an inductive proof that the maximal influence of a balanced function is at least Ω log α (n) n for some 0 < α < 1.
In this paper we give a fully combinatorial proof of Theorem 1.1. After completing our work, we learned that a very similar proof was recently obtained by [25] .
We start with a functional form of inequality (1) . For a nonnegative function f : {0,
Functional forms of isoperimetric inequalities are widely used in local theory of Banach spaces [18] . They turn out to be useful in our setting too. We show Theorem 1.1 to be a simple consequence of inequality (3).
This inequality can be proved by induction on dimension (see Section 5), similarly to (1), though the proof is somewhat more complicated. The isoperimetric constant C 3 = 2 is tight, if we want it to be independent of the dimension. In section 4 we give examples of functions satisfying (3) with equality if the constant 2 is replaced by 2 + o n (1). These are symmetric functions (a function f on the cube is symmetric if f (x) depends only on the distance of x from zero) closely related to a classical family of orthogonal polynomials of discrete variable -the Krawchouk polynomials.
We also suggest a reason behind the relevance of the Bonami-Beckner inequality. It is well-known [10] that this inequality is equivalent to the logarithmic Sobolev inequality
in the cube. It turns out that this inequality implies inequality (3) . In this sense BonamiBeckner's inequality can be thought of as a refined form of the edge-isoperimetric inequality in the discrete cube.
The actual result we prove seems to be somewhat stronger than Theorem 1.1. We show that for a boolean function with expectation µ Theorem 1.2:
This inequality implies (2) with a constant c 2 = 4, recovering the estimate of [17] . Theorem 1.2 is a special case of our main result, Theorem 2.2, stated and proved in section 2. This theorem presents a more general inequality valid for real-valued functions on the discrete cube endowed with an arbitrary measure. The theorem and the approach used in its proof seem to provide convenient tools for dealing with a certain type of isoperimetric statements in the cube. We illustrate this by giving simple proofs of two results from [7] and [8] , with better isoperimetric constants.
It should be mentioned that inequality (5), in its turn, is implied, up to a constant in the exponent, by an inequality of Talagrand [29] . A special case of this inequality asserts that for a boolean function f with expectation µ
It is not hard to see that this gives (5) if 1/2 in the exponent is replaced by a sufficiently large constant.
Next, we focus our attention on the best possible constants for the above-mentioned inequalities. Specifically, we are interested in the exact constant C 5 that should appear in the exponent on the right hand side of (5).
To be more specific, by Theorem 1.2, C 5 ≤ 1 2 . On the other hand, taking f to be a characteristic function of a subcube of large co-dimension, shows C 5 ≥ log 2 2 . We believe the lower bound to be the right one.
Conjecture 1.3:
In particular, we conjecture small subcubes to be (nearly)-isoperimetric sets for this inequality.
If Conjecture 1.3 holds, this would, in particular, give the optimal constant
in inequality (2) . It is easy to see that
. 2 Therefore the conjecture would imply
. It turns out that the best currently known candidate to be an isoperimetric function for inequality (2), namely the "tribes" function of Ben-Or and Linial [3] , indeed shows
. 3 We are grateful to Amites Sarkar [26] for pointing this out to us.
We conclude this section by saying a few words about a possible approach to the proof of Conjecture 1.3. We will say more about this in section 3. The main step in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is a variant (9) of the logarithmic Sobolev inequality for the discrete cube. This inequality applies to general real-valued functions on the cube, and is tight with constant C = 2. To prove the conjecture we need to improve this constant to 2 log 2 , taking into account the specific structure of boolean functions. The familiar approach using tensorization does not seem to be convenient for this. We give a proof of (9) which works by induction on the dimension, similar to the proof of (1), and seems to be more conducive for this purpose.
This paper is organised as follows: in the next section we prove the main claim, Theorem 2.2. In section 3 several corollaries are derived from this theorem, and the main technical conjecture is stated. Section 4 constructs nonnegative real-valued functions which are almost isoperimetric for inequality (7) and hence for several other inequalities in this paper, including (3). Inductive proofs of (3) and (9) are given in Sections 5 and 6 correspondingly.
The main theorem
We start with some definitions and notation.
Let F j , for 0 ≤ j ≤ n, be the algebra of subsets of {0, 1} n generated by the first j bits. More precisely, F j is generated by the atoms A 1 ... j : i ∈ {0, 1} where A 1 ... j = {x :
For a function f : {0, 1} n → R, let f i = E (f |F i ) be the conditional expectation of f given the algebra F i . This means that f i (x) is the average of f over the points y that coincide with x in the first i coordinates. In particular, f 0 = Ef , f n = f . The sequence f 0 , ..., f n is a martingale with respect to {F j }. 4 Let d i , i = 1...n be the sequence of martingale differences.
− on(1). Here and in the rest of this paper we ignore negligible factors when comparing constants.
3 Choosing the tribe size appropriately, so that the expectation is small. 4 Essentially the only martingale property we use is the fact that conditional expectation is an orthogonal projection on a subspace.
The following lemma is simple and well-known [23] . For completeness, we will give a proof at the end of this section. Lemma 2.1:
Let m be a measure on {0, 1} n . Let C be the best constant in the logarithmic Sobolev inequality for {0, 1} n with m. This is to say that C is maximal such that for any function
Our main result is:
Proof: First a simple lemma.
Lemma 2.3:
For a nonnegative function f on the discrete cube Ent(f 2 ) ≥ Ef 2 log
Proof: (Of the lemma) Since both sides of this inequality are 2-homogeneous, this amounts to showing Ef 2 log f 2 + log E 2 (f ) ≥ 0, given Ef 2 = 1. This is the same as log Ef − Ef 2 log 1 f ≥ 0. And this is true since logarithm is concave. Now we can conclude the proof of Theorem 2.2. Using (4) and Lemma 2.3,
. By the convexity of the − log x, the last sum is
We remark that instead of the logarithmic Sobolev inequality (4) it is possible to use isoperimetric inequality (3) directly. Hence the logarithmic Sobolev constant C in this statement can be replaced by a potentially bigger isoperimetric constant C .
Proof of Lemma 2.1 Let 1 ≤ i ≤ n be an index, and let g and h be two functions on {0, 1} n such that h(x) = (g(x) + g(x ⊕ e i ))/2. We will show
Applying this identity succesively to the functions g = f = f n , g = f n−1 ,...,g = f 1 , we obtain
completing the proof.
So, it remains to verify the basic identity. For an index 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and a function g, let g i be a function defined by g i (x) = g(x ⊕ e i ). Then
The third equality follows from Pythagoras' theorem, since h and g − h are orthogonal.
Some corollaries for product measures
In this section we derive Theorem 1.1 and theorems of Friedgut and Friedgut-Kalai from Theorem 2.2. We also state our main technical Conjecture (8).
We will assume the measure m to be a product probability measure, that is m = ⊗ n k=1 m k , with m k (1) = p k , and m k (0) = 1 − p k . In this case E|d i | has a simple upper bound. Lemma 3.1: For a product measure m,
Proof: This lemma is based on an elementary observation that conditional expectation, or, in other words, averaging, decreases 1 norm.
Consider first the case of the uniform measure. Similarly to the proof of the preceding lemma, let i be an index, and g and h two functions on {0, 1} n with h(x) = (g(x) + g(x ⊕ e i )) /2. Let a function g i be defined by
Applying this argument to g = f i we have
Let G i be the algebra of subsets of {0, 1} n generated by all the bits but j. That is, for x with
Then
Uniform measure
The best logarithmic Sobolev constant C for a cube endowed with the uniform measure is C = 2. Hence the theorem gives, for a real-valued function f on the discrete cube,
This may be somewhat simplified for monotone functions, for which
Section 4 presents a construction of monotone functions for which this inequality is essentially tight.
Our main concern are boolean functions. We present several easy implications of Theorem 2.2 and a related conjecture.
Proof of Theorem 1.2.
For a boolean function f we have E x |f (x) − f (x ⊕ e i )| = I i and using Theorem 2.2 together with Lemma 3.1 yields (5) and Theorem 1.2.
Example 3.2:
Let f be the characteristic function of a subcube of dimension n − t. Then f has t non-zero influences of size 2 −t+1 . Assume t is large enough so that µ = 2 −t may be replaced with 1, and σ 2 = 2 t −1 4 t may be replaced with 2 −t . Then (5) gives
We
This inequality would follow from the following version of logarithmic Sobolev inequality for boolean functions.
Conjecture 3.3:
For a boolean function f on the discrete cube
Discussion. This inequality holds with a constant C = 2 for real-valued functions on {0, 1} n , that is
The inequality is proved by applying logarithmic Sobolev inequality to functions
It is almost tight, as shown by functions constructed in section 4. To improve the constant for boolean functions, a different approach seems to be required, one that "remembers" that {d i } are difference functions of a martingale defined by a boolean function. In particular, the familiar tensorization approach might not be sufficient here since it does not keep track of the combinatorial structure of the functions involved.
We give an inductive proof of inequality (9) in Section 6. This proof seems to be better suited for handling functions f with a specific structure, such as boolean functions.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
We show
For a boolean function f with expectation µ we have σ 2 (f ) = µ(1 − µ). Let (n) log log n log n . There are two cases to consider. First,
log n n . The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality now implies
Proof of a theorem of Friedgut
Theorem 3.4 : [7] For a boolean function f and an arbitrary > 0 there is a function g depending only on (
. The error term o (1) will be chosen later.
Without loss of generality assume the influences I i to decrease with i, and let r be the maximal index with I r ≥ α. Clearly r ≤ K α and n i=r+1 I 2 i ≤ Kα. Take g = E (f |F r ). The function g depends only on r variables. We will show f − g 2 2 ≤ . Let h = f − g. Take h i = E (h|F i ), i = 1...n, to be the martingale defined by h, and let d i (h) be its difference functions. Then d i (h) = d i (f ) for i > r and d i (h) = 0 otherwise. Note that Eh = 0 and therefore σ 2 (h) = h 2 2 . By Theorem 2.2
Kα
Recalling the definition of α, it is now easy to choose the error term o (1) appropriately, so that the last inequality implies h 2 2 ≤ .
The measure m p
Let m p be a product distribution,
The best constant C in the logarithmic Sobolev inequality in this case is known [6] to be C(p) = 1−2p
Proof of a theorem of Friedgut and Kalai
Theorem 3.5: [8] Let f be a boolean function with expectation µ on {0, 1} n endowed with the measure m p . Assume that 1 p ≥ n −on (1) . Then there is a variable with influence at least
Proof: For a boolean function f Theorem 2.2 gives
The expression on the right hand side is somewhat complicated. It simplifies for p 1, for which C(p) ≈ 1 p log 1 p , and we get (ignoring negligible errors)
Proceeding similarly to the proof of Theorem 1.1, we get that
In particular, there is a variable i with influence at least
We remark that this proof provides (11) with an explicit constant 1, and does not rely on the assumption p ≥ n −o(1) .
Construction of almost isoperimetric functions
In this section we construct nonnegative functions on the cube endowed with uniform measure, for which inequality (7) is almost tight. That is, we show the constant C = 2 to be optimal in this case. This directly implies that these functions are almost isoperimetric for inequalities (3), (5), and (9).
These functions were constructed in [24] (for a different purpose). Here we will repeat parts of this construction for completeness. Before this, let us make several observations.
Contrary to the Euclidean case, the edge-isoperimetric set in {0, 1} n is a subcube rather than a Hamming ball. This is explained by the 'non-spherical' geometry of {0, 1} n , which has n distinguished directions. It turns out that if we expand the problem and consider an isoperimetric inequality (3) for arbitrary real-valued functions, there is a nearly optimal solution which is spherically invariant, that is invariant under permutations of coordinates.
Definition 4.1:
A function f on {0, 1} n is symmetric if for any permutation τ ∈ S n , and for any
The functions we construct are going to be symmetric. Note that the value of a symmetric function at a point depends only on the distance of this point from zero. Therefore there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between symmetric functions on {0, 1} n and functions on {0...n}. We will abuse notation and speak about both f (x), x ∈ {0, 1} n , and f (k), where k is the Hamming weight of x, 0 ≤ k ≤ n.
We choose an index s such that log n s n. The first step is to construct an auxiliary symmetric function k s , which is fully defined by its values k s (0), ..., k s (n) at distances 0...n. Set (formally) k s (−1) = 0 and k s (0) = 1, and define k s (r) for 1 ≤ r ≤ n by the relation
The function k s (r) coincides on integer points r = 0...n with a normalized Krawchouk polynomial
s−k . This will be useful, since much is know about these polynomials (see [19] ).
In particular, Krawchouk polynomials {K s } n s=0 are a family of polynomials orthogonal with respect to a measure supported on 0...n. Hence their roots are simple and are located in the interval (0, n) [30] . Let x s be the first root of K s . We now define f = f s to be a symmetric function on {0, 1} n defined by f (x) = k s (x) for points whose distance from zero is at most x s , and f s (x) = 0 otherwise.
We will need an estimate [19] for location of the first root:
Let m = x s , and let supp(f ) denote the support of f . Standard estimates imply that
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
Let C = 2 be the appropriate constant in (7).
We start with estimating the right hand side in (7) from below. For x ∈ {0, 1} n , let N (x) = y: y∼x f (y). Then it is not hard to see ([24] , Lemma 3.4 
This means that the right hand side in (7) can be estimated from below by Ef 2 ·e −(1+o(1))·2s . Now to the left hand side. Here it will be convenient to use simple facts from Fourier analysis on {0, 1} n . We refer to [17] for more details on the subject. It is easy to see from the recursion, cf. also [19] , that the function f is monotone. Therefore E|d i | =f ({i}). Since f is symmetric, so is its Fourier transform, and these Fourier coefficients have the same value for all indices 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let I denote this common value. We proceed to upper bound I. Let f (k) denote the value of f in points at distance k from zero. Then
, and so
Therefore the left hand side of (7) is
Combining the estimates for both sides, we see that C = 2 is indeed the best possible constant in (7).
An inductive proof of an isoperimetric inequality
In this section we give an inductive proof of the inequality (3)
for a real nonnegative function f : {0, 1} n → R. By homogeneity, we may and will assume Ef = 1.
The proof is by induction on the dimension n.
For n = 1, let f (0) = a, and f (1) = 2 − a.
It remains to verify that 2x ≥ (1 + x) log(1 + x) for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, which is easily seen to be true. In fact a stronger inequality 2x ≥ (1 + x) log 2 (1 + x) is also valid in this interval, since the right hand side is a convex function which is 0 at zero and 2 at one.
Assume the inequality to hold for n − 1. Let f 0 and f 1 be the restrictions of f to (n − 1)-dimensional half-cubes determined by value of the n th coordinate. Let µ i be the expectations of f i , and v i the second moments of f i for i = 0, 1.
Note that the expectations and the distance in this formula are computed on (n−1)-dimensional cubes.
By the induction hypothesis we can lower bound the first summand by
For the second summand we need a simple lemma.
Lemma 5.1: Let f 0 and f 1 be two functions with expectations µ 0 , µ 1 and variances
Proof: Let g i = f i − µ i , i = 0, 1. Then Eg i = 0 and therefore
Going back, and substituting in (12) ,
So it suffices to show that under the assumptions
µ 0 +µ 1 2 = 1, and 3.
we have
The next few steps swap variables to simplify this expression.
Take t = µ 0 −µ 1 2 . Then µ 0 = 1 + t and µ 1 = 1 − t. Similarly take v 0 = v(1 + y) and v 1 = v(1 − y). Note that −1 ≤ t, y ≤ 1.
Substituting in (2.2), and dividing out by 2v it needs to be seen that
We first take on the right hand side and show it to be at most 1 − y 2 . Indeed, it suffices to show
Note that the right hand side is nonnegative, since going back to the definitions of t and y, this is √ v 0 v 1 − µ 0 µ 1 . Squaring both expressions, and rearranging, we get to
This inequality is a special case of the Arithmetic-Geometric inequality.
Now to the left hand side. Let H(x) = −x log x − (1 − x) log(1 − x) be the (natural) entropy function. For 0 ≤ p, q ≤ 1 let D(p||q) = p log p q + (1 − p) log 1−p 1−q denote the divergence between two-point distributions (p, 1 − p) and (q, 1 − q). It is well-known (and is a simple consequence of the concavity of logarithm) that divergence is nonnegative. Now,
Therefore we need to show
We will need two facts: the function φ(t) = Since R(0) = log 2 and R (0) = −2, by convexity R(x) ≥ log 2 − 2x for x ∈ [0, 1 2 ]. Rearranging and taking x = φ(z), 2φ(z) ≥ log 2 − H(z)
and we are done.
It remains to prove Lemma 5.2.
Proof: We will show R (x) ≥ 0 on 0, 1 2 . Direct computation of the second derivative shows that this is the same as:
The function φ satisfies φ = √
, and therefore, after some simplifications
, we are left with verifying log
). Substituting z = 1 − 2φ this is the same as to show
for 0 < z < 1. Since both of these functions are 0 at zero, it is enough to compare their derivatives. The derivative of right hand side is 2 and of left hand side is 6 An inductive proof of a logarithmic Sobolev inequality
In this section we give an inductive proof of the inequality (9)
for a real function f : {0, 1} → R, with d i the difference functions of f (cf. section 2).
Observe that the right hand side might depend on the ordering of coordinates.
The proof is by induction on n. For n = 1, d 1 = f − Ef , and therefore d 2 1 is a constant function with zero entropy. The claim follows. Assume the claim for n − 1, and consider it for n.
Let the influence I i (f ) of the i th bit on a real-valued function f to be given by
Let f 0 , f 1 be the restrictions of f to subcubes defined by the value of the n th coordinate. We write f ↔ (f 0 , f 1 ). These are functions on n−1 variables. Let their influences, their conditional expectations, and their difference functions with respect to the natural ordering 1...n − 1 of the coordinates be denoted by
Consider now a slightly different ordering of the coordinates for f , which is n, 1, 2..., n − 1. Let f i and d i be the conditional expectations and the difference functions in this new ordering. We will show
This will prove the inequality for the ordering n, 1, 2..., n − 1 of the coordinates. 6 Observe f i ↔ (f i−1,0 , f i−1,1 ) for i = 2...n, and similarly for difference functions. Note also that d 2 1 is constant, and therefore has zero entropy.
Proof: By inspection. Therefore, we need to show
Alternatively, we could have insisted on the 'natural' order of the coordinates for f , and changed the order of coordinates for f0, f1. (1 + r) log(1 + r) + r log r − (1 + 2r) log 1 + 2r 2 ≤ 1 1 + 2r + 2 r(1 + r)
In addition 1 + 2r + 2 r(1 + r) · (1 + r) log(1 + r) + r log r − (1 + 2r) log 1 + 2r 2 → r→∞ 1 Therefore, the supremum of the above maximization problem is bounded by I n (and it can easily be seen that it actually equals I n ), completing the proof. Proof: (Of the lemma) Let g(r) = 1 + 2r + 2 r(1 + r) = √ r + √ 1 + r 2 , and h(r) = (1 + r) log(1 + r) + r log r −
(1 + 2r) log 1+2r 2 . We want to show (gh)(r) ≤ 1, for all r ≥ 0. At zero, (gh)(0) = log 2 < 1, at infinity, g(r) ∼ 4r and h(r) ∼ 1 4r , and thus (gh)(r) → r→∞ 1, proving the second part of the lemma. Thus it is sufficient to show gh is increasing, or , and −h = log Let t = 1+r r . Then t ∈ (1, ∞). Rewriting in terms of t, we want to have (t − 1) log 2t 2 t 2 + 1 ≥ 2 log t 2 + 1 2t
This is true at one. Comparing the derivatives, it suffices to show log 2t 2 t 2 + 1 ≥ 2t − 2 t 2 + 1 .
Once again, this is true at one. Comparing the derivatives for the final time, one has to show 1 t ≥ −t 2 + 2t + 1 t 2 + 1 , or t 3 + 1 ≥ t 2 + t, which is immediate for t ≥ 1.
